Abstract-Large penetration of wind generating units in power systems necessitates a flexible unit commitment tool to handle the intermittent nature of these units as well as demand. Moreover, power system operators face not only the risks of wind power curtailments, but also probable unit outages. Therefore, assessing a tradeoff between operational costs and such risks is very important. In the proposed approach, the probability of the residual demand falling within the up-and-down spinning reserve imposed by n -1 security criterion is converted into a risk index. A new biobjective probabilistic risk/cost-based unit commitment model is proposed to simultaneously minimize both the operational costs and risk. The novel formulation presented provides a new power redispatch process to satisfy up-and-down ramp rate constraints. A new operational-cycles-based unit commitment algorithm is developed. The approach profits from a new nondominated sorting backtracking search optimization algorithm for extracting the Pareto-optimal set. The proposed approach is shown to provide superior results when applied to two test systems: 1) 10-unit and 2) IEEE 118-bus, 54-unit system. Index Terms-Backtracking search algorithm (BSA), biobjective optimization, operation risk, unit commitment, wind power penetration (WPP).
D l,t

Probability of demand being equal to D l,t at time t. RD m ,t Discrete realization of RD at time t (MW). P w t
Forecasted value of wind power at time t (MW). P w h,t
Discrete realization of wind power at time t (MW). pr
Respective lower/upper bounds of pzth prohibited operating zone for unit i. r i Maximum sustained ramping rate of unit i (MW/min). R up i
Ramp-up rate limit of unit i (MW/h). R dn i
Ramp-down rate limit of unit i (MW/h).
Shot i
Hot start-up cost of unit i ($).
Scold i
Cold start-up cost of unit i ($).
SC i Shut-down cost of unit i ($). T ON i
Minimum up-time of unit i (h). T OFF i
Minimum down-time of unit i (h). T cold i
Cold start-up time of unit i (h). Δ Discretization step of power (MW).
Variables Random Variables at Time t
D t Demand (MW). P w t
Wind power (MW).
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RD t (= D t − P w t ) Residual demand (MW).
Continuous Variables at Time t P i,t Scheduled power output of unit i (MW). P w Cur t ,t
Scheduled value of wind power beyond that all the realizations of wind power will be curtailed (MW) . pr w h,t Probability of wind power being equal to P w h,t when wind is curtailed. pr RD m ,t Probability of RD being equal to RD m ,t when wind generation is curtailed. RD mean t
Scheduled mean value of RD (MW).
Binary and Integer Variables at Time t U i,t
Operation status of unit i (1 ∼ ON and 0 ∼ OFF).
Cur t
Wind power curtailment level ∈ (1, . .
. , H). z m ,t
Probabilistic security auxiliary variable. c i,d Probabilistic security auxiliary variable.
Vectors
C i
Operation cycle's starting time vector of unit i.
X
Vector of all decision variables.
X int
Vector of integer decision variables.
X con
Vector of continuous decision variables.
X m
Candidate solution in BSA.
F r z
Pareto front z.
Fr
Set of Pareto fronts.
Functions
F 1 (X)
Total operation cost at the entire scheduling horizon ($). F 2 
(X)
Operation risk at the entire scheduling horizon. Prob t Probability of the RD prediction error at time t remaining within the up and down system reserve capability. f i,t
Generation cost of unit i at time t ($). SU i,t
Start-up cost of unit i at time t ($).
Shut-down cost of unit i at time t ($). P i,t Upper limit of the ith unit output power at time t, (MW). P i,t Lower limit of the ith unit output power at time t, (MW). SR up t
System up spinning reserve at time t (MW). SR dn t
System down spinning reserve at time t (MW).
Ceil
Round function toward positive infinity. rand Uniformly distributed random number generator in interval [0, 1]. randi(T, nd) Random integer generator in the form of 1-by-nd vector drawn from the discrete uniform distribution on 1:T.
I. INTRODUCTION
W
IND power generators play one of the key role in combatting climate change. The level of their integration into existing power networks is significantly increased. However, inherent variability of wind power alongside demand uncertainty calls for new decision support tools. Since flexibility of conventional thermal units (TUs) is restricted by factors like valve-point effect, the prohibited operating zone, up/down ramp rate, minimum ON/OFF time, as well as up/down spinning reserve (SR) capacity constraints, there is an increasing need for turning ON more and more TUs and consideration of optimal wind power curtailments (WPCs). Moreover, the management of operation risk (OR) associated with the unpredictability of wind power and demand as well as probable unit outages is one of the major challenges faced by the system operator [1] .
The proposed risk/cost-based unit commitment (RCUC) problem not only takes into account power system's risk and cost, but considers the optimal delivery plan of wind power generators and TUs as well as best commitments of TUs, optimal WPC and also efficient SR accounting for uncertainties associated with the residual demand (RD) and unit outages. The system operator needs to have sufficient up-and-down SR to properly manage power systems' uncertainties and contingencies. To the best of our knowledge, the previous works in the area of unit commitment (UC) are related to solution methodologies for UC [2] - [6] , risk-constrained UC and modeling-related uncertainties [6] - [9] , and scheduling of sufficient reserve [10] - [12] .
A hybrid genetic algorithm (GA) and differential evolution, particle swarm optimization, Matroid theory, mixed integer linear programming, and enterprise control techniques are developed in [2] - [6] to solve different UC problems.
As proposed in [1] , spinning reserve is set to a fixed percentage of demand to protect power systems against deterministic rules and static criteria such as loss of fixed ratio of demand and outage of largest unit. The first work to consider some predefined spinning reserve requirements for every unit of time in the scheduling horizon taking into account wind power uncertainty, demand, and the ramp rate limits of TUs is presented in [7] . In [8] , the expected-energy-not-served and expected WPC are considered as the risks. In [9] , both the expected-energynot-served and value-of-loss-of-load are considered in the cost function and constraints.
A stochastic programming-based scheduling method [stochastic UC (SUC)] is proposed in [10] to ensure sufficient SR in the UC problem for management of uncertainties. In this method, a large number of scenarios is initially generated, and then, reduced to reach the desired computation time. However, there is a chance of losing information during scenario reduction. In [11] , a risk-based UC formulation is presented to incorporate the risks of the expected-energy-not-served, WPC, and branch overflow affected by wind power uncertainty, while neglecting the redispatch of conventional TUs for wind power forecasting errors in the power flow calculation process. In [12] , a chance-constrained programming for handling cost-based UC and modeling the day-ahead probability distribution function (PDF) of RD comprising of the WPC influence is presented.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows: 1) Impacts of high wind power penetrations (WPPs) on the RCUC problem considering both the operational cost and risk are modeled. The authors in [1] , [8] , [9] , and [11] mainly focus on how to tackle with the uncertainties considering a predefined risk level, which means the risk cannot be adjusted. Different from literatures that explore the SUC operation solutions for minimizing the operational cost and increasing the committed capacity to attain the target risk probability, the suggested model minimizes the operation cost and risk, simultaneously.
2) The presence of binary variables in the decision variables' matrix of the UC problem causes negative influences on solution qualities of the optimization technique. To tackle all these limitations, in this paper, an efficient operation cycle strategy based on minimum up-and down-time is suggested. It can characterize the ON/OFF status of units and optimally handle the UC control variables. In this method, the binary variables are replaced by integer operation cycles without previous restrictions in [13] . This leads to a substantial drop down of the number of decision variables and better numerical results. 3) To avoid changes in the TUs' status and the use of any penalty factors for satisfying the up/down ramp rate limits, which negatively impacts on the number of feasible and practicable solutions as well as the convergence speed, a new redispatch process is proposed to correct the TU's output power. The main benefit of this unique strategy is that it can provide feasible and reliable power outputs with a reasonable computational time. 4) A new metaheuristic biobjective algorithm, named nondominated sorting backtracking search optimization (NS-BSO), is modeled to cope with the biobjective optimization problem. By combining the new nondominated sorting technique [14] and the backtracking search algorithm (BSA) [15] , the NSBSO solves the RCUC problem under uncertainty and optimizes the OR simultaneously. Hence, the flexibility of RCUC is further improved using the NSBSO. The proposed algorithm also utilizes a stronger modified version of the conventional algorithms such as differential evolution. By achieving a welldistributed Pareto frontier (nondominated solutions) and choosing the best compromise, one can help the system operator to have a better view over the values of operational cost versus the risk level. To verify the suitability of the presented approach, it is applied to two 10-unit and IEEE 118-bus with 54-unit test systems.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. Operational Cost Objective Function
The objective function of UC as a well-known problem in power system operation is commonly modeled as (1a), which includes the energy production costs presented in (1b) and startup/shut-down costs provided in (1c) and (1d) [2] - [6] , [13] , [16] .
T where
B. Operational Risk Objective Function
The previous works implemented different strategies to handle the OR. The OR is incorporated into the formulation as a hard bound constraint in [7] . In some of them, the operational cost is penalized by the cost of risk, i.e., cost of expected-energy-notserved or value-of-loss-of-load [8] , [9] . In [10] , the precontingency cost of security constraints is minimized. In [11] , the risk of expected-energy-not-served and WPC are modeled based on the PDF of RD and included in both the operational cost and the constraints. These works only model one of the risk constraints, those are, expected-energy-not-served, WPC, and contingency constraints. In this study, a probabilistic index is formulated to quantify the OR function.
1) RD Uncertainty Characterization:
In spite of great progresses in forecasting techniques, the exact prediction of wind power is still impossible for scheduling studies. In this case, the WPC can be considered as a technically viable control measure that the system operator can implement. The WPC represents maximum hourly caps (in megawatts) beyond which any generation of wind power is considered excess and spilled. The WPC decision variable can be employed by the system operator through the pitch angle controlling mechanism. It has three benefits: 1) guaranteeing the feasible UC even in the presence of high wind power combined with low demand; 2) decreasing the RD uncertainty; and 3) complying with the desired OR. To model WPC, we first convert demand and wind power PDFs to respective L and H discretized levels D l,t ∀l ∈ (2, ..., L) and P w h,t ∀h ∈ (2, ..., H) with probabilities of pr D l,t and pr w h,t . Moreover, the discrete realization of P w h,t , D l,t , and residual demand RD m ,t are selected to have the uniform value of Δ. The discrete levels of RD can be formulated as
Thus, the PDF of the RD can be obtained by the convolution of the PDFs of the demand and the postcurtailment wind generation as follows [17] :
The effect of wind curtailment on discretized wind power PDF is described in (2c). Thus, the expected value of the RD is calculated in the following form [17] :
2) Operational Risk: The new binary variable z m ,t is defined in such a way that it is 1, if the RD prediction error falls within available up/down SR. This can be computed as
The up/down SRs are computed as follows:
Now, the probability of the RD forecast error falling within the up/down SR interval can be stated as
(3d) Thus, the n -1 security stochastic criterion is expressed as
Using the value of Prob t , the OR is defined as the second objective in the following form.
It means that the greater the probability of satisfying all the presented systems risks in each hour, the lesser is the OR.
C. Constraints [2]-[13]
The summation of generated power of all TUs should be equal to RD at each time step, which is formulated in (4a). The upper and lower bounds of TUs' generation power output are represented in (4b). In addition, there are some prohibited operating zones in the operation region of the TUs possibly leading to their unsecured operation in prohibited operating zones. The constraint (4c) represents the mentioned subfeasible zones for each TU. Another sever restriction on operation of TUs is the minimum up-time and down-time, which are described in (4d) and (4e), respectively. A committed TU is firmly subjected to upward and downward ramping limitations, which is pertinent to the operational phase the TU resides. The new redispatch process of TUs is proposed in Section III-D to correct the TU's output power.
III. SOLUTION METHODOLOGY
A. NSBSO Algorithm
In this paper, the RCUC problem is formulated as a biobjective optimization problem. In contrast to a single-objective optimization problem, which has a specific single solution, there is no single solution to optimize all objective functions when the objectives are in conflict with each other, e.g., the lower amount of the operation cost (1a) will result in a higher amount of OR (3f). In this case, different Pareto-optimal (also known as nondominated) solutions may exist. It is called Pareto optimal as the solution worsens the condition of at least one objective function while improving others.
Many classical-based optimization techniques are imperfect in providing a Pareto-optimal front, since they can provide one Pareto solution in one run [14] . In addition, they suffer from handling complex biobjective optimization problems. Due to the ability of metaheuristic techniques in dealing with the mentioned problems, they are more and more used to manage complex biobjective optimization problems in the power system area [18] and [19] . In this study, the NSBSO algorithm is used to find a set of Pareto solutions in one single run. In this technique, the nondominated sorting approach is employed for selection and dominance comparison mechanism [14] . The nondominated sorting method is computationally intensive, in particular when the population size increases. The detailed description of this method is presented in [14] and can be found in Fig. 1 and Algorithm 1. Afterward, the BSA iteratively modifies the position of candidate solutions to enhance the biobjective optimization problem. The BSA is a population-based metaheuristic algorithm, which has been introduced in [15] .
The BSA's structure is introduced in five steps of initialization, selection-I, mutation, crossover, and selection-II, which are consequently applied during the optimization process of BSA [15] .
B. Developed Redefining of ON/OFF Variables
The binary variables are the essential RCUC's variables that affect the convergence speed and global search potential of the introduced NSBSO algorithm [17] . To deal with the issues related to these variables, a new concept of operating or 
Relation (5) implies that the dth operation period of the ith unit is started from hour t and continued T ON i hours. In order to represent longer period rather than T ON i , it is enough to combine two consecutive cycles. The number of required operating cycles of unit i (nd i ) to cover the entire scheduling horizon can be computed as follows:
It can be seen that the number of variables in the new form for presenting the commitment status is a function of their minimum up-time hours. It should be mentioned that the constraint (4d) is satisfied for each unit using (5). To satisfy constraint (4e), the following restrictions should be satisfied for two consecutive cycles:
where c i,d+1 − c i,d as the difference between the starting times of two consecutive operation cycles d + 1 and d for the ith TU should be checked through the proposed procedure using (7). Fig. 2 illustrates how binary variables can be converted to operation cycles for a typical TU with T ON i = 6. Therefore, the variables' vector X can be defined as X = [X int , X con ]; (c i,d , Cur t ) ∈ sX int ∀i, d, t and P i,t ∈ X con ∀i, t.
In a randomly generated initial population, the committed status of any unit is determined as follows:
To satisfy constraint (7), the first cycle of each unit is examined. If this cycle violates (7), i.e., (
), the period of next cycle should be corrected as
Afterwards, the possibility of supplying RD by committed TUs will be checked. For this purpose, the maximum generation of committed units at each hour should be satisfied in the following equation:
In the proposed method, in order to supply the required generation with minimum change in the obtained schedules through the optimization process, at first the off-units with the T ON i equal to one hour are turned ON. Then, if there is further need for participation of other units, they will be switched ON randomly until (10) is satisfied.
C. Proposed Handling of the Up/Down Ramping Rate Limit
After settling the hourly TUs' power outputs based on (4a)-(4c), hours may exist when up/down ramp rate constraints are not satisfied. The modifications of TUs' status or penalty functions that negatively impact on the number of feasible and practicable solutions as well as convergence speed have been used in the previous literature. Hence, a new method is proposed to correct the TUs' power outputs in the case of ramp rate violations without changing their statuses. The new constraints are accordingly defined and the new redispatch process is applied for two consecutive hours that the up/down constrains are violated (e.g., t and t + 1). Providing the feasible, reliable as well as optimal power outputs are the main advantages of this method. Note, the proposed method is started from the first time step and continued hour by hour. The proposed redispatch algorithm is formulated in (11)- (18) to provide the feasible generation levels subject to
∀i, t, t + 1 (18)
In the aforementioned new redispatch process, the operation cost or OR of the two hours t and t + 1 is considered in the single-objective optimization process while both of them should be integrated in the biobjective optimization problem according to (11) . The power balance restrictions of hour t and t + 1 are referred to in (12) and (13), respectively. The new restriction (14) is defined for TUs so that the difference between their power outputs for two consecutive hours t and t + 1 will never exceed from their limitations. The acceptable bounds for TUs' power generations considering the up/down ramp rates are updated in the redispatching process of RD on the committed TUs. Accordingly, relations (15)- (17) ensure that correction of generation levels of committed TUs at hour t cannot affect the ramp rate constraints at the previous hour t -1. The prohibited operating zones strictly pose the restrictions for TUs to participate in load demand regulations. Constraint (18) is the reformulation of (4c) when up/down ramp rate limits are added to the problem. pz and pz are indices of two prohibited operating zones, which are located right after and before the P i,t andP i,t , respectively. Note, providing the feasible and reliable power outputs in a short computational time is the main advantage of this unique strategy.
D. Application of the Proposed Algorithm to the RCUC
In summary, the procedure of the proposed NSBSO algorithm for solving the RCUC problem will be as follows:
Step 1: Input required data.
Step 2: Generate the initial population, randomly.
Step 3: Calculate the objective functions using (1a) and (3f).
Step 4: Check for nondomination. Constitute the Pareto fronts and determine the Pareto solutions belonging to F r 1 -F r K using nondominated sorting method (Algorithm 1). It is clear from Algorithm 1 that if a candidate solution is allocated to a front, it is dominated by at least one in the prior front. It means that F r 1 is consisted of Pareto solutions.
Step 5: Use the decision-making criterion to select the best compromise solution using the weighting factor and corresponding normalized objective as follows [20] , [21] :
where ν m is the normalized index for X are the mth and nth members of F r 1 , respectively. w s is the weighting factor assigned to the sth objective function, which is set to 0.5 for both objective functions. norm s is the normalized value of sth objective and N F r 1 is the size of Fr 1 .
Step 6: Modify the position of each particle of population deploying BSA [15] .
Step 7: Calculate the objective functions using (1a) and (3f).
Step 8: Go to
Step 4 until the current iteration number reaches the prespecified maximum iteration number.
IV. CASE STUDIES
A. First Test System: 10-Unit
Detailed data of this test system can be derived from [22] . It should be noted that different WPPs, i.e., 15%, 20%, and 25% are considered for the evaluation process. For instance, the hourly wind power generation for the penetration level of 20% and wind capacity factor 35% is taken from [23] . The hourly wind power prediction error is assumed to follow a normal PDF with a standard deviation (σ w ) [24] . The wind power PDF has disparate standard deviations (Stds) in different hours. For instance, its Std will be increased in proportion of its prediction accuracy reduction. Thus, the H has different values along the day, which may change in the range of 7 and 11. Furthermore, the random behavior of demand forecast errors are modeled by normal PDF with zero mean value and Std equal to 2% of daily peak demand. As the demand has the fix Std, thus L has a fix value during scheduling horizon. For Δ = 5 MW, the number of discretized levels for demand (L) and wind power realization (H) are equal to 7 and 11, respectively. It is worth mentioning that the developed software program is written in the [22] 565 825.00 NA NA LR [22] 565 825.00 NA NA GA [22] 565 825.00 NA 221 SABA [25] 563 937.70 564 311 29 IQEA [26] 563 commercial FORTRAN Power Station computing environment and applied on a PC laptop with an Intel Pentium IV 2-GHz with 512-MB RAM. The maximum number of iterations and number of particles are set to 100. In order to better illustrate the impacts of wind power plants integrations on the RCUC, numbers of ON/OFF statuses of each unit and their generation levels and WPCs, different WPPs are investigated.
1) Case Study 1: Single Objective UC Without Wind Power:
The first case is provided for the base ten TUs without including wind power generators to illustrate the effectiveness of the suggested BSA with respect to other well-known methods such as integer-coded GA (ICGA) [13] , dynamic programming (DP) [22] , Lagrangian relaxation (LR) [22] , GA [22] , self-adaptive bat-inspired algorithm (SABA) [25] , and intelligent quantum inspired evolutionary algorithm (IQEA) [26] . The results are shown in Table I . It is clear cut from this table that the proposed method is capable of providing better results. The average CPU time for simulating the proposed algorithm is 19.4 s, which is almost lower than other mentioned methods. In a satisfactory time, the best and the average operational costs are also better than other techniques. This indicates that the BSA is more competent while considering several constrains. It is evidently realized from the results that the BSA attains high worthy solutions than other techniques such as SABA [25] . The basic reason behind this event is the superior capability of the BSA along with the proposed redefining binary ON/OFF variables as well as up/down ramping rate handling. Another advantage of this case study is that it presents a meaningful comparison of the proposed approach with traditional DP [22] and LR [22] benchmarks to adequately evaluate its technical and economic benefits.
2) Case Study 2: Single Objective UC With Precise Wind Power and Demand Forecasts' Assumption
In this case, the power system's units are planned in the UC problem assuming that wind power and demand predictions are perfect and with zero error. Since it is supposed that there is no error in the forecasting process, the OR will be zero. In this case, the total operational cost is equal to $512 163.64, which is approximately 9% lower than the previous case. It should be noted that unlike most of the evolutionary algorithms that implements penalty factors to handle the minimum ON/OFF time and ramp rate constraints, this paper applies the proposed Fig. 3 . Pareto-optimal front obtained by the proposed NSBSO for case study 3. heuristic procedures based on the duration of operation and new redispatching process. The use of penalty factors can only release the violated restrictions and could not eliminate them entirely. Furthermore, the number of feasible solutions as well as convergence speed will be decreased during the optimization procedure.
3) Case Study 3: Biobjective RCUC Considering Wind Power and Demand Forecasts' Errors: In this case, the biobjective optimization problem is solved using the NSBSO. An efficient Pareto-optimal front including 43 Pareto solutions are provided and shown in Fig. 3 , which presents the costbenefit characteristics of up/down SR consideration to the SO. This large range of nondominated solutions satisfies the operation requirements in practical power systems. It is also worth noting that a fast nondominated sorting approach is adopted in this paper so as to reduce the computational complexity from O(no.np 3 ) to O(no.np. √ np), where no is the number of objectives and np is the population size [14] . This Pareto-optimal front is provided in 3.91 min. As can be seen from Fig. 3 , generally, a lower OR corresponds to a higher operational cost, i.e., more up/down SR.
According to the obtained Pareto-optimal front, a final solution can be selected by the system operator according to the practical requirements as well as engineering judgments. The optimal operational cost found by the NSBSO algorithm with 20% WPPs is $528,923.16. The OR is %0.042. The scheduling of this case study as RCUC, is less risky than that of the deterministic UC in Case Study 2 due to the detailed modeling of the wind power and demand uncertainties.
The hourly wind curtailment levels for three mentioned solutions are shown in Table II . What should be underscored is that the wind curtailment level of solution1 (Best cost) is larger than the solution2 (Best compromise) and solution3 (Best OR), with the peak wind curtailment levels of 7 during periods of low demand and high wind power, i.e., hours 1-7 and 20-24. It means that despite the fact that wind is free, there are periods of time when reaching to the lower OR does not permit wind power generators to inject all available wind power. Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate power outputs of committed units and scheduled up/down SR for three mentioned solutions. As can be seen, these SR have the essential role in Pareto-optimal front especially on OR. Both up/down SR increase from solutions 1 to 3 as the OR decreases, suggesting that the value of the SR is determined by the OR. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that the number of ON/OFF statuses or operation cycles is increased from solution1 to solution3, a characteristic that tends to increase the start-up cost and decrease the OR. Indeed, the expensive TUs 6-9, which are committed in satisfying peak demand of previous solution1 and 2, need to be scheduled in solution3 in order to decrease the OR and provide SR requirements in different hours. In addition, it is clear that the number of committed units in all hours of solution3 is higher than or equal to solution1 and 2 due to more SR requirements. Fig. 6 examines the impacts of different levels of WPP on the Pareto-optimal front. As the WPPs are increased, the operational cost and OR are decreased and increased, respectively. We now explore the effect of WPC on Pareto-optimal front. Fig. 7 shows the Pareto-optimal front in both states of considering/neglecting WPC for the WPPs of 20%. It is clear that the Pareto-optimal front provided in the first state dominates the Pareto-optimal front achieved in second one indicating the impacts of WPC on decreasing both start up and generation cost as well as OR, simultaneously.
B. Second Test System: IEEE 118-Bus With 54 Units
In this case, the IEEE 118-bus system with 54-units shown in [27] is selected. All the RCUC problem constraints (4a)-(4e) Solution1  23  23  32  27  27  26  27  27  25  36  48  53  Solution2  43  43  43  44  49  42  45  49  51  50  47  42  Solution3  49  48  46  41  48  46  48  46  50  43  44  38 are considered. Note, the worst-case contingency scenario as the n -1 security criterion is also deliberated. First, the single objective optimization is applied to determine the extreme points of the tradeoff surface. The optimal operational cost and its related OR are found to be $1 358 263 and 1.02%, respectively. The optimal OR and its related operational cost are 0.06% and $1,607,699, respectively. The required simulation time for this case is around 8.88 min. Then, the proposed solution method is applied to solve the biobjective optimization problem under 20% WPPs. Fig. 8 shows the provided Pareto-optimal front in 15.61 min. The operational cost and risk for the best compromise solution are $1 428 413 and 0.25%, respectively. In this case study, the number of committed units corresponding to solution1, solution2, and solution3 are tabulated in Table III . It is evident that the numbers of TUs, which are committed during the whole day are totally increased from solution1 to solution2, i.e., 599-1 007 and from solution2 to solution3, i.e., 1 007-1 059. This is due to the OR reduction requirement. In addition, based on the output of the optimization process and n -1 security restriction, the largest unit is not turned ON during the studying period.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an efficient framework to solve the projected RCUC addressing demand and wind power uncertainties in a compact way is proposed. The risks of WPC and probable unit outages are modeled as the operational risk objective function besides the operational cost. The new biobjective NSBSO solution methodology is suggested and utilized to handle the RCUC problem. The heuristic strategies proposed in this paper have the potential to handle all the constraints especially the up/down ramp rates. Moreover, the new redefining of binary ON/OFF variables by operation cycles is also proposed. The illustrative example and case studies show how the system operator can select a best compromise solution from the Pareto-optimal front, which satisfies both objective functions. The model can be solved with high efficiency and can be applied on larger power systems.
